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A novel, non-aqueous organometallic access to colloidal copper and copper/zinc (brass)
nanoparticles is described. Hydrogenolysis of the precursor [CpCu(PMe3)] (1) in mesitylene at
150 uC and 3 bar H2 quantitatively gives elemental Cu. Analogously, a solution of [ZnCp*2] (2)
reacts with H2 to give elemental Zn in 100% yield. Co-hydrogenolysis of 1 and 2 in exactly
equimolar quantities selectively yields the intermetallic phase b-CuZn characterised by powder
X-ray diffraction (PXRD). Deep red colloidal solutions of nano-Cu as well as red to violet
colloids of nano-brass alloys (a/b-CuZn) are obtained by co-hydrogenolysis of 1 and 2 in the
presence of poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) (PPO) as surfactant. All samples of the
general formula Cu12xZnx (0.09 ¡ x ¡ 0.50) were characterised by means of elemental analysis,
PXRD, transmission electron microscopy (TEM, EDX and SAED) and UV-Vis absorption
spectroscopy. The presence and alloying of metallic Cu and Zn in the b-CuZn sample as a
representative example of the series was confirmed by extended X-ray absorption fine structure
spectroscopy (EXAFS). The oxidation behaviour of the nanoparticles was investigated by
EXAFS, PXRD and UV-Vis spectroscopy indicating, that CuOx@Cu core–shell type particles
were formed for pure copper particles, while in the case of brass particles preferential oxidation of
the Zn component takes place, which results in core–shell particles of the type
(ZnO)d@Cu12xZnx2d.

Introduction
The chemistry and physics of non-aqueous colloids of well
defined, very small nanoparticles (1–10 nm) of metals, metal
alloys, metal oxides and compound semiconductors represent
an attractive field of fundamental research, offering a wide
range of advanced applications.1 The colloid chemistry of
transition metals and their alloys has been especially
influenced by Bönnemann et al. by introduction of the concept
of reduction and stabilisation using aluminium alkyls.2 More
recently, B. Chaudret et al. developed the hydrogenolysis of
highly reactive metal precursors such as [Co(g4-C8H12)(g3C8H13)] or [Fe{N(SiMe3)2}2], for the synthesis of very pure,
size- and shape-controlled metal nanoparticles.3 In contrast,
classical Hume–Rothery compounds, such as metal aluminides
or more general brass-type phases and materials have
apparently not been in the focus of interest in nanoparticle
chemistry so far, despite their ubiquitous importance in
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metallurgy and the materials science of intermetallics.4 In
particular, not much has been done on nano crystalline Cu/Zn
phases and free standing particles. The relevant work to be
cited here appears to be more or less restricted to the study of
mechanical alloying processes (ball milling) or other physical
techniques such as laser based synthesis.5 One of the obvious
reasons may be that typical alloy components for Hume–
Rothery phases are the group IIa/b and group IIIa metals
such as Mg, Zn and Al, which are particularly difficult to be
set free as atoms or small clusters in solution by simple
chemical reduction of common salt precursors, in contrast to
late/noble transition metals.1–3 Thus, despite the fact that
much fundamental work has been done on the nano chemistry
of classical alloy systems, such as the alloys of the coinage
metals Au/Ag6 or Au/Cu,7 almost nothing similar is available
for Cu/Zn or Cu/Al at present.
Only recently, we reported on a novel non-aqueous
organometallic synthesis of nano-Cu colloids8 avoiding heavy
loads of reducing agents and tensides. Based on that finding,
we developed a protocol to prepare alloyed a,b,c-Cu/Zn
nano-brass colloids by co-pyrolysis of the self-reducing copper
precursor [Cu(OCH(Me)CH2NMe2)2] with ZnEt2 in hot
hexadecylamine (HDA) as a high boiling solvent at 250 uC.9
We also have looked at the redox chemistry of CuOx@Cu
core–shell nanoparticles probed by in situ FT-IR studies of CO
adsorption10 and investigated the synthesis and properties of
very small ZnO nanoparticles (1–3 nm), dispersed as colloids
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